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  with two comfortable single beds 
for the sporty couple

  single beds in a length of 5.99 m

  energy efficient compressor 
refrigerator (75 l)

  Truma diesel central heating

VANTOURER 600 L
  the Liner VANTourer with lots of 
living and storage space

  single beds in a vehicle length 
of 6.36 m

  energy efficient eye-level com-
pressor refrigerator (95 l)

  Truma diesel central heating

VANTOURER 630 L
  the classic family layout

  com fortable and redefined 
for modern life

  transverse bed in a length of 5.99 m

  energy efficient eye-level compres-
sor refrigerator (95 l)

  Truma diesel central heating

VANTOURER 600 D
  short, manoeuvrable, an everyday 
hero and holiday companion

  transverse bed in a length of 
5.41 m

  energy efficient compressor 
refrigerator (75 l)

  Truma diesel central heating

VANTOURER 540 D

THE  NEW VANTOURER  2024  I S  HERE .

Where listening and skill meet, a van is created that not only surprises, but convinces. A van with an innovative bathroom 
concept that adapts flexibly to your needs. A van with a modern pop-up roof that offers breathtaking views and supports 
the aerodynamics of the entire vehicle. A van with an optional fold-down bed in all four layouts and an innovative storage 
space concept in series.

The result is not just a van, but a VANTourer. Whether for holidays or everyday life, beach or city – the new VANTourer 
is universally applicable. All four layouts offer maximum comfort and practical compactness for every taste. Perfectly 
complementable useful options. The new, modern interior look with white décor and Malaga Smoke appliqués exudes a 
modern loft aesthetic that conveys a feeling of home.

The new VANTourer 2024 isl based on the FIAT Ducato 9. A modern, automotive exterior paired with many techno-
logical innovations ensures incomparable comfort and driving dynamics. Numerous driver assistance systems 
noticeably increase driving safety, while the engines with up to 180 PS and the latest EURO 6D final emissions standard 
promise maximum performance and efficiency.

Don’t just drive, drive better – welcome to the new VANTourer 2024. 

G ETT ING  BETTER !

GO O D  JUST  K EEPS
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Was everything better in the good old days? Not at all! The 
gas cylinder and water tank used to take up so much space 
that it was nigh-on impossible to take anything bulky with you.

The VANTourer has the solution: the fresh water tank can 
now be found underneath the vehicle. Thanks to the compact 
TRUMA central heating system, you now only need to take a 
3 kg (instead of 11 kg) gas cylinder with you, which is only used 
for cooking.

The large lateral rear storage boxes used to jut far out into 
the loading area, meaning there was little space available for 
loading. What a waste of space!

With the new, expanded design concept, the storage boxes 
are significantly narrower and, depending on the layout, the 
rear loading area is up to 40 % bigger. Even bicycles can fit in 
the VANTourer diagonally. 

Low centre of gravity for more stability when driving.

Yes, you read that right: the fresh water tank is now sit-
uated under the vehicle. Not only does this save space, 
it also gives the already very manoeuvrable VANTourer 
an extra helping of stability when driving.

The 100 litre fresh water tank is is insulated and pro-
tected against environmental influences with a special 
coating.

UNDERFLOOR  FRESH  WATER  TANK

UP  TO  4 0  % 
MOR E  R E AR  STORAGE  SPACE

1,346 mm

40 % more space

1,094 mm

The fresh water tank is insulated.
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BEST  I NSULAT ION Roof cross beams:  
polyethylene 

Wall:  
polyethylene 

Floor:  
polystyrene

Roof:  
polyethylene 

Rear door:  
polyethylene 

Enjoy optimal temperatures when on the road: Cold bridge optimized insulation guarantees superior climate con-
trol wherever you are. The particular strengths of the breathable, fabric-covered side panels and the materials 
used in the ceiling and the floor area lie in their impressive insulation and water absorption properties. Everything 
remains dry – in contrast to many competing vehicles, in which the side panels are made of plastic.

 Due to the additional air vent behind the driver’s seat, the cab is 
optimally heated, not just while driving.A real storage saver and foot warmer – in addition to the larger storage space, the TRUMA central heating system 

offers another advantage – independence.

No need to worry about getting your hands on a new gas cylinder, no installing unwieldy 11 kg giants. Drive with the 
knowledge that you can top up your TRUMA diesel heating at any filling station at any time of the day or night. In 
addition, the very quiet heating system is situated centrally where the heat is needed, under the dining area in the 
living space. Warm air vents in the living, sleeping and rear areas deliver the heat to exactly where it is needed.

T HE  HEAT ING  SYSTEM
T H AT  CREATES  STORAGE  SPACE HOT  A IR  C IRCULAT ION

The boost function warms up the heating even faster on 
cold days. Thanks to the reduced voltage supply of the fuel 
pump, the finer switching of the burner stages and the re-
sulting reduction in the speed of the combustion air fan, 
night operation is pleasantly quiet and leads to less coking.

The temperature dependent pre-glow, the current opti-
mised diesel pump and the elimination of the exhaust fan 
now ensure greater battery availability.

D IESEL  HEAT ING  2 .0
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Those familiar with VANTourers will have noticed: On the left is the optional variant with 
a separate fold-down bed – but what about the layouts with fixed beds?

Only one handgrip is needed to fold up one of the three bed sections – so there is also 
room for a bicycle in the rear. You will find further conversion options on the following 
pages – for example, how you can turn the bed into a comfortable couch.

All models have the option of a fold-down bed in the rear, which replaces the standard 
fixed bed. There is also the option of an extra bed underneath the fold-down bed. So you 
can not only sleep comfortably, but also convert comfortably.

Van experts know that bikes are stored on the bike rack, but if it rains when you’re driving, mud splashes up and without a protective cover 
the bike is completely filthy, with the subsequent first rays of sun, setting off on a bike ride is difficult and fixing the bikes to the rack on 
the rear door is annoying. Then there’s the thought of bicycle thieves, which can bring restless nights when the bike has to be kept outside. 
With the VANTourer, you can get one over on both the weather and the thieves and store up to two bikes in the vehicle, depending on the 
the model and layout.

Even in everyday life, the large rear storage space offers plenty of room for moving boxes or other bulky everyday objects – truly a genuine 
allrounder.

You can find more technical specifications 
and videos at www.vantourer.com

SM ART
REAR  STOR AGE  CONCEPT
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T HE  NEW VANTOURER
TRAVEL  MORE  RELAXED  FOR  A  BETTER  HOL IDAY.
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600 D 600 D

Step inside and be inspired by the bright, friendly ambience and the new décor in white paired 
with Malaga Smoke appliqués. You will be amazed at the generously dimensioned interior – 
despite the compact exterior dimensions. 

Take a seat and make yourself comfortable, whether you’re on the front seats, which can be 
quickly turned round for a cosy get-together, or the comfortable bench – both are fitted with 
a high quality fabric/artificial leather combination that is not only chic but also easy to clean. 
The table adapts smart to your wishes – folded in, you can easily reach from the cockpit to the 
rear – swung out, the table offers a comfortable size. The table is the same size in all layouts.

These seats are very comfortable. Enjoy automotive comfort with fleece reinforced 
upholstery in the pilot seats as well as on the bench seat. With its high quality feel, the 
upholstery underlines the inviting atmosphere of the VANTourer. The dinette bench seat 
can be easily extended without the need for complex conversion of the head restraints, thus 
providing even more seating space – even a child seat can be easily attached. The headrests 
are adjustable in height. Optionally, 2 sliding single seats are also possible.

MOB I LE  COMFORT
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600 D

High quality and innovative: This is not the only initial impres-
sion you get when you step into the VANTourer. Nowhere do 
you see screwed joints – this is high quality furniture construction. 
Unprotected sharp edges? No way! Also, where the furniture has 
been glued, neither formaldehyde or any other noxious substance 
has been used. But stable and durable woods. Experience it for 
yourself – everything here is a well rounded package.

The first impression counts: A kitchen back wall simply 
cannot look any better.

The dimmable, energy efficient LED ambient lighting 
below the wall units creates a particularly cosy atmosphere in the 
living area. Just the right light to help you relax at the end of the 
day.

Perfectly placed – you can place your TV in the TV compart-
ment on the bathroom wall without any tangled cables. So you 
always have everything in view.

The curved lines of the wall units not only look good, but also 
enclose more storage space than with conventional motor homes.

Details make all the difference. The high quality upholstery 
in a bicolour look convinces with its feel. The additional fleece layer 
improves comfort when sitting, even on longer journeys – perfectly 
balanced, not too hard, not too soft.

Comfort included – the panorama window adapts to your individual needs with its integrated 
blackout or insect screen function.

Practical: when the shelf is not in use, it can 
simply be folded up.

Let in more light. The new optional bow conversion with a large panorama window provides a particularly light flooded living space. The window can be 
opened outwards for an optimal indoor climate. A folding shelf is positioned in front of it. It is ideal for storing jackets and other light items of clothing. On 
the sides next to the shelf you will find further practical storage space.
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600 D 600 D/630 L

600 D

Your shopping basket full of local delicacies. Fresh from the market, you enter the kitchen 
and your cooking enjoyment begins. Whether you’re an amateur or a gourmet chef – here, 
functionality makes cooking a joy. In the VANTourer, you’ll find everything you need in the 
right place to prepare meals on your trip.

There’s plenty of kitchen storage space: The raised 95 litre refrigerator in the 600 D and 
630 L stores holiday delicacies. The space saving version with 75 litres in the 540 D and 
600 L leaves more room for preparation. The kitchen drawers with stable, roller mounted 
full extension runners and soft close as well as the wall units with height adjustable 
shelves keep all the utensils from plate to pot ready for you. Drawer and door edges are 
covered with thick, durable plastic. The area between the worktop and kitchen wall is 
sealed, so no splashes get behind the wall cladding. Here too, quality is important.

The sink cover is also a chopping board, so everything can be generously prepared 
in a small space and then cooked safely and quickly on the 2 flame gas cooker including 
Piezo igniter

The backlit and plexiglass storage compartment offers space for spices and 
gives the kitchen a modern look.

Quiet and economical, the compressor refrigerator runs at only 12 V to keep your 
food fresh.

COOK ING  WORLDS  TO  ENJOY  FOOD
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600 D

The bedroom offers maximum comfort, not only for sleeping, but also for reading, dream-
ing and relaxing. The breathable fabric wall covering prevents annoying condensation. The 
slanted and deep drawn wall units provide headroom and offer plenty of space.

Atmospheric: The dimmable LED light strip can be individually adjusted to your needs.

Practical: the flat LED reading lights with integrated USB charging sockets are placed 
under the wall units.

SLEEP ING  SPACE  FOR  SWEET  DREAMS

Everything has been thought of: In the rear, below the speakers, there is also a pro-
tected 230 V socket and a USB charging socket.
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What’s wrong with just spending the day in bed? Nothing really – it’s a holiday, after all. And here in the bedroom it’s even 
cosier than at home. Not least thanks to the wonderful view. Make yourself comfortable and let your thoughts wander into the 
distance, because the window front offers a panoramic view of the outdoors.

Or pick up a good book and relax while reading. Power saving LED light strips with USB connection provide a pleasant at-
mosphere.

600 D – option panel windows
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600 L

600 L

600 L

In the spacious sleeping area it is also possible to spend the night 
comfortably for two. The even more comfortable EvoPoreHRC® mattress-
es with innovative WATERGEL® overlay are available as an option.

Fold the footrest back and enjoy the view 
through the VANTourer’s open doors.

Raise the headboard and cast your eye over your VANTourer.

Flexibility is the keyword – because who wants to just stick to living and 
sleeping when the living area is so wonderfully flexible? With a few simple 
steps, you can turn your bed into a comfortable couch and watch a good 
film, or open the rear doors wide and enjoy your surroundings. 
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600 D

600 D

630 L

In the vario bathroom there is not only more space for your relaxing shower, 
the washbasin has also increased in size considerably. The shower curtain fea-
tures a fabric covered with high tech material that makes water roll off even 
easier. The fibreglass rods keep it in top shape at all times. The toilet window 
allows steam to escape quickly and, in conjunction with the pull out tap, also 
allows a refreshing outdoor shower. 

The VANTourer 2024 impresses with the vario bathroom, 
which is integrated as standard in all four models. Why should 
you decide when you can have everything?

The flexible combination of compact separate bathroom and 
en-suite bathroom leaves you free to choose – space saving 
bathroom with washbasin or simply converted, an en-suite 
bathroom with lots of space for the great showering pleasure.

…WE KNOW EVERY  TR ICK  I N  THE  BOOK

THE  VAR IO  BATHROOM …

 In “standard” mode you can easily walk back 
and forth between rear and cockpit and  use the 
toilet and the larger basin as in the usual compact 
bathroom. An insert in the additional shower tray 
improves the look and feeling. The edges are now 
flattened for more sure footedness.

 The shower tray insert is removed with a sim-
ple hand movement,  the angled shower wall is 
swung forward and  a shower curtain is pulled 
around – everything is ready for your showering 
pleasure in the bathroom. The new shower curtain 
can also be used as a room divider between the 
living and sleeping areas.

 The bathroom door locks magnetically on the 
opposite fastening edge.

 Once you have removed the shower tray insert, 
the extended shower tray offers plenty of space 
for extensive showering experience. 

 You can stow the shower tray insert in a per-
fectly fitting compartment 
under the bed with a single 
handle.

Corner washbasin 600 D

Straight washbasin 
540 D, 600 L & 630 L 
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It ´s always like that – you want to be prepared for everything 
in your holiday. For that reason it’s important that your 
storage space is as flexible as possible.

The VANTourer offers – in comparison with many compet-
itors – a flexible bed that can easily be folded upwards at 
two ends, creating lots of free space.

Do you need a bit more space? In the rear of the VANTourer there’s not 
only space – but freedom. All four layouts can be optionally equipped 
with an infinitely adjustable fold-down bed.

While traditional fold-down beds that you see in significantly more ex-
pensive motorhomes, disappear completely under the ceiling and can-
not then be used for sleeping, the sleeping area in a VANTourer is fully 
usable (depending on the position), while valuable holiday essentials, 
e.g. your expensive bike, can be safely and cleanly stowed away, giving 
customers peace of mind.

Travelling as a party of four? No problem. Simply lift the fold-
down bed to its highest position and you instantly create space for a 
double bed underneath (option).

Still space left – even when lowered to the middle position.

When in the bottom position, it’s as comfortable to sleep in as 
your own bed at home.

OPT ION : THE  ALLROUNDER  W I TH  FOLD-DOWN BED

VA NTOURER  2024

P LENTY  OF  SPACE  AT  THE  REAR

VANTOURER  2024

Always safe on the road – a modern dog crate finds a secure 
place under the lying surface of the lift bed.

Do you need more storage? No problem. Just fold the foot- or 
headrest upwards and use the resulting space however you need.

Smart! Thanks to the latching hinge at the foot end, you can fold 
the bed up and latch it in place.
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Sleep like kings – thanks to the pop-up roof this is 
now your routine. With it, two more people will find a 
cozy sleeping place with a special view.

The innovative pop-up roof, manufactured using 
LFI technology, of fers optimum insulation values 
compared to conventional GRP constructions, and 
maximum stability, as the entire roof is manufac-
tured as a complete part. During development, great 
importance was also attached to a particularly aer-
odynamic shape of the pop-up roof in order to guar-
antee optimum driving characteristics. The lines of 
the frame were harmoniously extended into the rear 
area.

Simply put up the lightweight aluminium 
ladder and fold up the pop-up roof – your 
comfortable second bedroom is ready. With 
a generous height and lying surface, the 
sleeping area offers everything for a restful 
sleep.

Two windows, reading lights and the LED 
light strip always put your relaxing hours 
in the right light. A warm air outlet ensures 
air circulation even when the side walls are 
closed. 

For breathtaking moments under the stars, 
you can partially remove the outer canvas, 
blackout and mosquito net.

Next to the roof hatch, there are practical 
shelves on both sides, including cup holder and 

The generously dimensioned ceiling opening makes access to the spacious sleeping area easy as pie. 

THE VANTOURER ROOF PACKAGE (OPTION):

• pop-up roof (white or lava grey) in LFI technology, incl. mosquito net 
and blackout

• aerodynamic lines for optimised driving behaviour

• ladder for easy ascent

• comfort bed with reading lights

• roof hatch incl. flyscreen and blackout 

• LED lighting in the entire pop-up roof

• practical storage compartments with USB charging socket and bottle holder

• warm air outlet in the pop-up roof

• huge lying surface (200 x 130 cm)

The ladder is installed in just a few steps.USB socket. On request also with inductive 
charging tray.

VANTOURER  FOR  4

OPT ION : T H E  I NNOVAT IVE  POP - UP  ROOF
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rIn total you can currently 
choose from 7 colours:

You can find more information 
 in the price list.

Aluminium 
grey metallic

Artense 
grey metallic

Campovolo 
grey

Fer grey 
metallic

Black 
metallic

White

T H E  CHO I CE  I S  YOUR S

Lanzarote 
grey

MORE  COMFORT

BETTER  QUAL ITYBETTER  SAFETY

LONGER  WARRANT IES BETTER  SERV ICE

MORE  SELECT ION

FOLLOW US  ON  SOC IAL  MED IA

Join the VANTourer community and show your great pictures around your VANTourer. Tag @vantourerkastenwagen, 
use the hashtag #vantourer and secure a place in the next catalogue.
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Onboard control

COMPARABLY

It’s not only the price that matters, but also the value and 
satisfaction customers get in return for what they pay for: 
the practical interior solutions, attention to detail, style, 
ample space, storage, functionality and the quality work-
manship.

Jack in recessed compartment below the table

Leather steering wheel and gear knob, steering 
wheel remote control

Cup holders for 2 x 0.75 l bottles

Dimmable LED light bar system

Fog lights, painted bumpers, LED daytime running 
lights, lip spoilers

Wall pocket storageAdditional warm air vents

Speakers in the rear area16 inch alloy rims in black polish

Diesel heating in theUSB charging socket at theTV compartment living area

Fly screen door – no chance for insects

Sockets where you need them

LED interior lighting saves electricity Entry step with electronic deployment function

Compartment for 3 kg gas cylindersOnboard controls in the 600 L Wall unit with flush edges

Piezo ignition cooker

Fresh water tank cleaning hatch

The new VANTourer 2024 puts an end to less than op-
timal compromises and has the edge on all important 
details. Come and see the difference for yourself! You’ll 
be impressed.

Expandable counter that can be operated by 
one hand

above the sliding door

   BETTER 2024
Layout 630 L



*depending on the layout

Only available in combination with the COMFORT PACKAGE
17  16" alloy rims (225/75 R16 C; 6J X 16") | fog lights with bend lighting | automatic air condition in cab (instead of manual air condi-
tioning) | 21  painted front bumpers | 21  radiator grille in black | 21  headlight covers in black | rain gutter above the sliding door with LED 
lighting (not orderable individually) | LED reading lights above driver and passengers seats | ambiance lighting (dimmable)

PR IME  PACKAGE

15" steel rims (215/70 R15 C; 6J X 15") | ABS, ESP, ASR, hill holder | 18  cup holders in the centre console with room for two 0,75 l bottles | 
covered turning console for the driver and co-driver seats | electric window lifter | driver and passenger airbags | height adjustable driver 
and passenger seats | fuel tank 75 l | standard daytime running lights | power assisted steering | original lashing rings in the rear floor | 
VANTourer cab carpet | electronic immobiliser | central locking with remote control | fix and go kit (instead of spare wheel) | pop out 
windows | roof hatch 40 x 40 cm (sleeping area), 70 x 50 cm (living area) | 7  electric entry step 700 mm | step to the rear bed* | insulated 
windows with blackout blinds/fly screen | toilet room window with blackout blind/mosquito screen | cold bridge optimized insulation on 
side walls, ceiling and hatchback (polyethylene) | hatches and doors with handles, push locks and stable furniture hinges | overhead 
storage compartments with raised edges for secure storage and height adjustable shelving | automotive upholstery in an imitation leather  
fabric combination with visible seams (cab seats and dinette bench) | fully extending drawers with stable furniture rails | preparation 
fold-down bed for optional retrofitting | onboard battery AGM 95 Ah | onboard controls with display for electricity/water/battery | 
6  Interior lights complete in 12 V (LED) | 2 LED lights in the rear, with USB charging socket (omitted with folddown bed) | socket outlets 

1 x 230 V/2 x 12 V/3 x USB adapter | power supply: 230 V Euro exterior outlet with FI, 230 V and 12 V | wastewater tank 85 l (underfloor) | 
fresh water tank 100 l (underfloor, insulated, recommended driving fill limited by overflow valve to 20 l) | 13  security compartment for 3 kg 
gas bottle | 4  Truma diesel central heating D 6 incl. 12 l hot water preparation | hot water distribution with connections in the kitchen and 
bathroom | 11  2 burner gas hob with piezo ignition and glass cover | compressor refrigerator with freezer (75 or 95 l)* | cutlery drawer | 
stainless steel sink with tap | 10  countertop with a large side extension with single handed operation | Vario bathroom with extended 
shower tray and insert | Dometic CTS 4110 cassette toilet with high quality scratch resistant ceramic inlay | bathroom window with blind 
and roof ventilator on the ceiling (omission of mushroom vent for pop-up roof)

STANDARD FEATURES

SER IES  PACKAGE  2024
Manual air conditioning in the cab | cooling compartment for 1,5 litre bottles | cruise control | charging booster for onboard battery | 
start & stop system incl. smart alternator (220 A) | chassis 3,5 t (not 540 D)

COMFORT  PACKAGE

19  grip control incl. hill descent control (traction+ – smart electronic differential) | fuel tank 90 l | electrically adjustable and heated door 
mirrors | original Fiat pilot seats with adjustable armrests | 16  radio preparation with speakers in cab and living area | REMIS blackout 
blind on front and side windows | 8  sliding door with fly screen door|| pre-installed cabling for SAT/Solar | pre-installed cabling rear 
view camera (3 cinch cables) | 16" steel rims (225/75 R16 C; 6J X 16") | 16" hub caps | 3  USB charging socket | 20  leather steering 
wheel with leather shift knob | 20  steering wheel remote control | 2  bag(s) in sleeping area* | table with swivelling extension | Isofix child 
safety lock for bench (depending on the size of the child seat, only one Isofix mount can be used) | bench expandable sideways for a more 
com fortable sitting position | dashboard in Techno Trim silver | Truma CP-Plus control panel | additional socket outlets 2 x 230 V/1 x 12 V

Components of the package cannot be ordered individually



EuroCaravaning GmbH & Co. KG · Im Metternicher Feld 5-7 · 56072 Koblenz · Germany · www.vantourer.de

Any responsibility for deviations in colour, texture or materials is hereby excluded, provided such deviations conform with 
standard commercial practice. The same applies to technical changes to VANTourer 2024, provided that the product 

quality remains the same or improves as a result of the changes. We cannot accept any responsibility for errors. 
We reserve the right to make changes at any time.


